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Abstract— With the popularity of outsourcing data to the 

server, it is essential to secure the protection of data and 

empower the server to effortlessly deal with the data in the 

meantime. Under such demands, reversible data hiding away 

in encrypted multimedia (image, audio also, video) draws in 

more analysts consideration. Existing framework proposes a 

novel structure for RDH-EI based on reversible image 

transformation (RIT). In this paper reversible transformation 

is carried on data and it is encrypted utilizing AES algorithm 

and again it is hidden into media document utilizing 

powerful BPCS algorithm. Again this hid media document is 

encoded utilizing standard AES algorithm. Also, it applies 

turn around operations at the recipient's side. Generally 

operations give a productivity and strength to the framework. 

RIT-based structure permits the user to transform the content 

of unique image into the content of another objective image 

with a similar size. The transformed image, which looks like 

the objective image, is utilized as the encoded image, and is 

outsourced to the server. In this paper AES algorithm is 

utilized to encode the mystery data and BPCS stegnography 

algorithm for hiding the encoded discharge data in 

multimedia files which can fulfill security and extensive 

inserting limit issue. The current framework was not worked 

for audio and video. In this paper usage on audio 

furthermore, video is continued. The discharge data will be 

cover up in the audio and video like image and will transfer 

on the server. Receiver will get the audio and video records 

from server and get the emit message from it. Which can 

fulfill distinctive necessities on image quality and extensive 

inserting limit separately. 
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Reversible Data Hiding 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays outsourced capacity by server turns into a more 

also, more prevalent service, particularly for multimedia 

documents, for example, images or video, which require 

huge storage space. To deal with the outsourced images, the 

server may insert some extra data into the images, for 

example, image classification also, documentation data, and 

utilize such data to distinguish the proprietorship or check 

the uprightness of images. Clearly, the service supplier has 

no privilege to present transform less contortion amid data 

inserting into the outsourced images.  

In this way, reversible data hiding (RDH) 

innovation is required, by which the first image can be 

losslessly recuperated after the inserted message is 

separated. This strategy is likewise broadly utilized as a part 

of medicinal imagery, military imagery and law crime scene 

investigation, where no bending of the first cover is 

permitted. In this way, numerous RDH techniques on 

images have been proposed. Basically, every one of these 

techniques can be seen as a procedure of semantic lossless 

compression, in which some space is put something aside to 

embed additional data by losslessly packing the image. In 

this, "semantic compression" implies that the packed image 

ought to be near the first image, furthermore, in this way one 

can get a stamped image with great visual quality. Since the 

leftover piece of images, e.g., the expectation mistakes (PE), 

has little entropy and can be effortlessly compacted, all late 

RDH techniques first create PEs as the host arrangement, 

and afterward reversibly insert the message into the host 

arrangement by changing its histogram with strategies like 

histogram moving (HS) or contrast extension (DE) [9]. As 

of late, Zhang et al. proposed the ideal histogram alteration 

algorithm for RDH by assessing the ideal alteration 

likelihood. 

Then again, service for outsourced storage makes it 

testing to secure the protection of image content. Case in 

point, as of late numerous private photographs of 

Hollywood performer spilled from iCloud [13]. Despite the 

fact that RDH is useful for dealing with the outsourced 

images, it can't secure the image content. Encryption is the 

most well-known procedure for securing protection. So it is 

fascinating to execute RDH in encrypted images (RDH-EI), 

by which the server can reversibly insert data into the image 

yet cannot get any data about the image content. Motivated 

by the necessities of security insurance, numerous 

techniques have been displayed to stretch out RDH 

strategies to encryption space. From the perspective of 

compression, these strategies on RDH-EI have a place to the 

following two structures [14]: Framework I "emptying space 

after encryption (VRAE)" and Framework II "saving space 

before encryption (RRBE)". 

In the structure "vacating room after encryption 

(VRAE)", the server inserts data by losslessly emptying 

space from the encrypted images by utilizing compacting 

encoded images. Compression of encrypted data can be 

planned as source coding with side data at the decoder. 

Generally the side data is the connection of plaintexts that is 

abused for decompression by the decoder. Zhang isolated 

the encoded image into a few squares. By flipping 3 LSBs 

(Least Significant Bits) of the half of pixels in every square, 

space can be abandoned for the implanted bit. The data 

extraction and image recuperation continue by finding 

which part has been flipped in one square. This procedure 

can be acknowledged with the assistance of spatial 

connection in the unencrypted image. Hong et al. enhanced 

Zhang's strategy at the decoder side by further abusing the 

spatial connection utilizing an alternate estimation condition 

and side match procedure. For both techniques, 

unscrambling image and separating data must be mutually 

executed. As of late, Zhou et al. proposed a novel RDH-EI 

technique for joint unscrambling and extraction, in which 

the connection of plaintexts is further abused by recognizing 
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the encrypted and non-encoded pixel hinders with a two-

class SVM classifier. To isolate the data extraction from 

image unscrambling, Zhang exhausted out space for data 

inserting by straightforwardly utilizing the commonplace 

way of ciphertext compression, that is, compacting the 

encoded pixels in a lossless way by utilizing the disorders of 

paritycheck network of channel codes. Qian et al. enhanced 

the strategy for by receiving LDPC (low thickness equality 

check) based Slepian-Wolf encoder which is additionally a 

standout amongst the most effective techniques for 

ciphertext compression. 

In the structure "Reversing room before encryption 

(RRBE)", the image proprietor first discharges out space by 

utilizing RDH strategy in the plain images. After that, the 

image is encoded what's more, outsourced to the and the 

server can unreservedly insert data into the held space of the 

encoded image. The primary technique under RRBE system 

was exhibited, which saves space by implanting LSBs of a 

few pixels into different pixels with a conventional RDH 

technique and afterward scrambles the image, so the 

positions of these LSBs in the encrypted image can be 

utilized to implant data. The strategy infers that the reason 

for RDH in encrypted image can additionally be 

acknowledged by RDH for plaintext images. Tailing this 

thought, Zhang et al. hold space in images by producing 

forecast mistakes (PE) and adjusting the histogram of PE, 

which is the most prevalent system utilized as a part of RDH 

for plaintext images. To ensure privacy, an uncommon 

encryption plan is composed to encode the PEs. Cao et al. 

made strides the techniques for by patch-level meager 

representation which can yield PEs with littler entropy and 

hence result in an expansive hiding space.  

For both systems, VRAE and RRBE, the image 

proprietor will send a ciphertext-shaped image to the cloud. 

In any case, the ciphertexts with the uncommon type of 

chaotic codes are simple to bring about the consideration of 

the server who may attempt to burrow out data on the 

encryption users. Actually, the server is thought to be 

interested to gather data from the outsourced documents, 

and clearly the encrypted images are more appealing to an 

inquisitive server. In this way, the truth, that the user is 

outsourcing encrypted images, itself is additionally a sort of 

security of the user, which ought to be ensured.  

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

In this paper, we are going to apply the reversible 

process on the user data. In this system, there are three main 

parts: 1. Data owner, 2. Data Hider( server) and 3. Receiver. 

DO first select the input multimedia file. Then, select the 

secrete data file which he wants to send to the receiver. 

Then, DO reverse the contents of secrete data file and 

encrypt this reversible contents using AES algorithm and 

embed this encrypted reversible secrete data file into the 

multimedia file using BPCS stegnography algorithm and 

generate a stego file. After that, he upload this stego file 

onto the server. At receiver side, receiver download the 

stego file from server then extract encrypted data from stego 

file. After that, he decrypt the encrypted contents and get 

original data. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Minimum rate prediction and optimized histograms 

modification for reversible data hiding[1] 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram 

The way toward recovering the cover or host image with no 

harm after the mystery information extraction is known as 

information stowing away. The novel method pixel forecast 

for PP (Pixel Prediction) based information hiding plans in 

light of the base rate standard, which sets up the consistency 

fundamentally between the two stages of PP based 

information covering up plans. Prior PEE techniques watch 

over the two stages autonomously first it is possible that they 

concentrate on pixel forecast to acquire a sharp PE 

histogram, or second go for histogram adjustment to upgrade 

the inserting execution for a given PE histogram. 

Subsequently we are here proposing, a novel enhanced 

histograms alteration plan to accomplish the ideal installing 

execution on the produced Random Pixel expectation 

arrangement. The prevalence of our technique is confirmed 

through broad investigations. 

B. Optimal transition probability of reversible data hiding 

for general distortion metrics and its applications[2] 

 
Fig. 3: System diagram 

The paper proposes a lossless, a reversible, and a 

consolidated information hiding plans for scrambled images. 

It utilizes the idea of Reversible information stowing away 
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and Lossless information covering up idea. Utilizing these 

ideas the information can be inserted into cover image which 

is scrambled. For encryption of cover image, paillier 

calculation is utilized. The paillier calculation creates the 

combine of open private key. As opposed to utilizing a 

current cover image to shroud messages, the calculation 

covers the source image and installs mystery messages 

utilizing. These permits removing the secret messages what's 

more, source image from a inserted information in encoded 

image. The approach offers a few points of interest. In the 

first place, the plan offers the implanting limit that is 

corresponding to the number of pixel in image. Second, the 

reversible ability acquired from this plan gives usefulness, 

which permit s recuperation of the cover image. 

C. Local-prediction-based difference expansion reversible 

Watermarking[3] 

In the computerized data age, advanced content (audio, 

image and video) can be effortlessly replicated, controlled 

and circulated. Duplicate right security and content 

verification of advanced content validation of advanced 

content has turned into a critical issue to content proprietors 

and wholesalers. Reversible Watermarking given valuable 

answer for this issue in light of its application situation. 

Albeit gigantic advance has been completed on this vise-

versa in the previous years. There still exist countless in the 

routine plans. 

 
Fig. 4: Blocks Local Predictor computation 

In this paper we proposed a reversible watermarking 

technique based on neighborhood forecast. The 

neighborhood forecast is general and it applies paying little 

respect to the indicator arrange or the forecast setting. For the 

specific instances of minimum square indicators with the 

same setting as the middle edge finder, slope-balanced 

indicator or the basic rhombus neighborhood, the nearby 

forecast - based reversible watermarking unmistakably beats 

the state of the workmanship plans in light of the traditional 

partners. Exploratory results are given. 

D. Reversibility improved data hiding in encrypted 

images[4] 

 
Fig. 5: System Framework 

A novel reversible information hiding system in 

encoded images is exhibited in this paper.  Rather than 

implanting information in encoded images straight 

forwardly, a few pixels are assessed some time recently 

encryption so that extra information can be inserted in the 

evaluating mistakes. A seat stamp encryption calculation 

(e.g. AES) is connected to the rest pixels of the image and a 

unique encryption plan is intended to scramble the assessing 

mistakes. Without the encryption key, one can't access the 

first  image. Be that as it may, gave the information hiding 

key no one but, he can implant in or extricate from the 

encoded  image extra information without learning about the 

first image. Additionally, the information extraction and 

image recuperation are free of mistakes for all images. Tests 

show the practicality and productivity of the proposed 

strategy, particularly in part of installing rate versus Peak 

Flag to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). 

E. Reliable Detection of BPCS Steganography[5] 

Image steganalysis has pulled in expanding consideration as 

of late. BPCS steganalysis is at present a hot research theme. 

Albeit some BPCS steganalysis strategies have been 

proposed, these techniques have their constraints. In this 

paper, we propose another way to deal with recognize 

BPCS-steganography. The approach, in light of factual 

components, can recognize the presence of mystery message 

in spatial area, as well as in change space. To assess the 

proposed steganalytic system, two cases of identification are 

performed. It is demonstrated that the exactness of 

identification of the presence of mystery message in  images 

is generally high. Test comes about and hypothetical 

examination demonstrates that the proposed technique is a 

viable steganlytic strategy for BPCS-steganography. 

F. A Secure BPCS Steganography against Statistical 

Analysis [6] 

Factual investigation in light of unpredictability histogram is 

a capable steganalytic procedure for distinguishing the 

nearness of mystery message installed in the advanced 

images utilizing bit-plane multifaceted nature division 

(BPCS). This paper proposes an enhanced BPCS calculation 

that can successfully oppose factual examination. We set 

distinctive edge values at various piece planes, joining 

many-sided quality with the attributes of human visual 

framework whereby a human is less touchy to the areas with 

higher or lower dim qualities, to choose obstructs for 

inserting. Trial comes about demonstrate that receiving the 

enhanced calculation can viably oppose factual examination 

in view of the multifaceted nature histogram, and the stego- 

image has preferred quality over BPCS-steganography 

III. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for reversible 

data hiding in encrypted multimedia (image, audio or video) 

based on reversible data transformation. In this paper 

steganography and cryptography is implement on image, 

audio or video using BPCS and AES algorithms. The secrete 

data will be embed in the image, audio or video like image 

and will upload on the server. Receiver will get the image, 

audio or video files from server and get the secrete message 

from it. 
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